Objective: The purpose of this post hoc analysis was to compare the treatment effect size of eszopiclone 3 mg for insomnia in patients with a diagnosis of primary insomnia and in several of the psychiatric and medical conditions that are most commonly comorbid with insomnia.
▪ Eszopiclone 3 mg is an effective treatment for insomnia across 5 clinically diverse patient populations including those with primary insomnia, major depressive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, perimenopause/postmenopause, and rheumatoid arthritis. ▪ For those with insomnia and major depressive disorder, eszopiclone was studied in conjunction with concomitant therapy with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, which ishow eszopiclone should be used in clinical practice in patients with these insomnia comorbidities.
The prevalence of chronic insomnia in the general population ranges from as high as 22.1% using DSMIV TR criteria to as low as 3.9% to 10.2% when additional ICD10 or Research Diagnostic Criteria are used. Patients with insomnia have increased rates of medical and psychiatric illness compared with the general population ; likewise, patients with serious medical and psychiatric disorders have extremely high rates of insomnia.
For example, insomnia is reported at rates as high as 90% in depressed patients, and at least twothirds of patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) have 1 or more types of comorbid sleep disturbance.
Markedly higher rates of insomnia are also reported in patients with painful arthritis and in perimenopausal and postmenopausal women.
At the same time, it has been reported that the incidence and prevalence of major depressive disorder (MDD) or an anxiety disorder are higher in patients diagnosed with insomnia.
The consequences of insomnia comorbidity are significant. The presence of insomnia in patients with a primary medical or psychiatric diagnosis is associated with reduced quality of life, increased functional impairment, and higher illnessrelated symptom severity compared to patients with a similar medical history and no insomnia. For example, high pain severity ratings have been reported in patients with insomnia and arthritis, and high levels of resistance to antidepressant treatment and suicidal ideation have been reported in patients with insomnia and MDD. Insomnia has also been found to be a common residual symptom and a significant risk factor for recurrence of MDD.
Most medications indicated for insomnia are approved on the basis of doubleblind, placebocontrolled, randomized clinical trials in patients with primary insomnia (PI), excluding patients with clinically significant medical or psychiatric comorbidity. However, in most clinical practice settings, comorbidity is the rule rather than the exception. Unfortunately, there are relatively few welldesigned randomized clinical trials that have evaluated the more clinically relevant questions of efficacy in patients with comorbid insomnia or reported data on effect sizes to better estimate the clinical effectiveness of treatment.
Eszopiclone, a γaminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic sedative hypnotic, is thought to induce sleep via allosteric modulation of GABA receptors enhancing inhibition of wakepromoting brain regions. Eszopiclone has been shown to significantly improve sleep onset and maintenance in PI, as well as in several other psychiatric and medical populations. The pathophysiology of insomnia in each of these populations is not known but may differ, raising questions about the relative effectiveness of hypnotics to treat the comorbid insomnia occurring in these different comorbid populations. In addition, insomnia might be caused by medications used to treat the comorbid conditions (eg, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors [SSRIs] causing activation and sleep fragmentation).
The objective of this post hoc analysis was to compare the magnitude and pattern of the insomnia response to The onset of insomnia was required as an inclusion criterion to be temporally related to the comorbid MDD, RA, and PPM in those 3 studies. For example, in the MDD study, onset of insomnia must not have predated onset of MDD by more than 10 weeks; in the PPM trial, the menopausal transition must have predated insomnia onset, with no other secondary causes of the insomnia. No temporal relationship was required in those patients with comorbid insomnia and GAD. Additional study design characteristics are summarized in Table 1 .
Assessments
The following patient selfreported sleep parameters were collected in the morning via an interactive voice response system for the PI, MDD, RA, and PPM trials and via electronic diary for the GAD trial: sleep latency, defined as the number of minutes taken to fall asleep after bedtime; wake time after sleep onset, defined as the total number of minutes of wake time after initial sleep onset; and total sleep time, defined as the total number of minutes of sleep during the night. Sleep quality, daytime alertness, ability to concentrate, physical wellbeing, and ability to function were also evaluated using individual 0-10 Likert scales, with higher scores indicating better quality of sleep or functioning. Patients also completed the Insomnia Severity Index in order to assess the overall severity of insomnia.
Statistical Methods
The analyses of all efficacy endpoints were performed using the modified intenttotreat population, consisting of all patients who were randomized and received at least 1 dose of doubleblind study medication. However, for the insomnia comorbid with PPM and insomnia comorbid with RA studies, observed cases was the unit of analysis. Change from baseline to week 1 and week 4 were analyzed for each of the subjective sleep and daytime efficacy parameters using an analysis of covariance model, with treatment and site as fixed effects and baseline as the covariate. Values for wake time after sleep onset and sleep latency were log transformed prior to the analysis as in prior work. Because a number of key sleep parameters are not normally distributed in the general population, the median of these variables is a more appropriate measure of central tendency than the mean and is therefore the central tendency statistic reported. No adjustment for multiple comparisons was carried out since this was an exploratory post hoc comparison. Effect size calculations from the PI, MDD, and GAD studies were based on the last observation 33 carried forward method with change from baseline values, while effect size calculations from the PPM and RA studies were based on the completer analysis with change from baseline values. These approaches were based on the prespecified analysis method in the study protocols.
Effect sizes based on Cohen d for each individual study at week 1 and week 4 are provided. The Cohen d effect size was calculated for weekly efficacy measures as the betweentreatment difference score divided by the pooled standard deviation. An effect size of 0.2 to < 0.5 and ≥ 0.5 to < 0.8 has been suggested to represent a small and medium treatment effect, respectively, while an effect size ≥ 0.8 represents a large treatment effect. A timeframe of 4 weeks was studied because the shortest of the studies included in this post hoc analysis was 4 weeks in duration.
RESULTS
The baseline demographic and clinical insomnia characteristics of patients enrolled in the 5 trials are summarized in Table 2 . Betweenstudy differences were consistent with the comorbid diagnosis. For example, patients in the RA trial were the oldest (mean age of 52.1 years), followed by the patients in the PPM trial (49.1 years), while the youngest patients were those in the GAD and MDD trials (mean age of 39.9 years and 41.0 years, respectively). The majority of patients in all 5 of the trials were women.
The most notable betweengroup difference was greater overall insomnia severity in the MDD patients compared with those in the other studies, as shown by markedly higher sleep latency and wake time after sleep onset, markedly shorter total sleep time, and higher Insomnia Severity Index scores.
Treatment with eszopiclone 3 mg was associated with significant reduction in sleep latency and wake time after sleep onset and increase in total sleep time at week 4 in all 5 trials ( Figure 1A -C). Across groups, the greatest reduction from baseline in sleep latency and wake time after sleep onset and greatest increase in total sleep time was observed in patients with comorbid MDD.
Following treatment with eszopiclone 3 mg, effect sizes calculated at week 1 were in the 0.40-0.69 range (smallmedium effect) for sleep latency, wake time after sleep onset, and total sleep time ( Figure 2A -B). Effect sizes at week 4 for sleep latency, wake time after sleep onset, and total sleep time were also in the small-medium range (0.26-0.63), but were somewhat more divergent. Effect sizes for sleep latency and total sleep time increased further in the PI group from weeks 1-4 but tended to decrease from weeks 1-4 in the other trials. At week 4, effect sizes on all measures of sleep latency, wake time after sleep onset, total sleep time, and the Insomnia Severity Index tended to be highest for the PI patients and tended to be lowest for patients with comorbid GAD and MDD (Table 3 ).
The effect sizes for daytime functioning (Likert ratings of daytime alertness, ability to concentrate, physical wellbeing, ability to function) were small for all insomnia patient groups (Table 3) . Figure 3A -B shows the effect sizes for sleep quality and for daytime functioning for each insomnia group for weeks 1 and 4. The effect sizes were consistently highest in the PI group and tended to be lowest in patients with comorbid GAD and MDD.
DISCUSSION
Together, these studies provide findings that are relevant to a substantial proportion of insomnia sufferers treated by physicians. It is estimated that only 25% of persons with insomnia have no associated comorbid condition, leaving the majority of patients with associated psychiatric and medical conditions that contribute to sleep disturbance in diverse ways. To date, however, there are no published epidemiologic studies reporting the specific prevalence of the major comorbid conditions observed within this population.
Multiple studies have found that anxiety and depressive disorders are the most common psychiatric 41 41 comorbidities in patients with chronic insomnia. For example, 1 large study reported that, among persons with difficulty falling asleep, 37% had an anxiety disorder and 16.5% had MDD. Insomnia is also a common complaint in a variety of chronic somatic illnesses, including but not limited to chronic pain disorders such as back pain, fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, and RA. In fact, a large national representative health survey (N = 49,000) in Norway found that approximately 25% of those with RA also complain of insomnia. Endocrine disorders such as diabetes mellitus are also commonly associated with insomnia. In an epidemiologic study of over 3,200 primary care patients, 17% of those with insomnia reported comorbid endocrine disorders. Insomnia complaints are common during periods of life associated with somatic and psychological discomforts such as menopausal transition. Perimenopausal and postmenopausal women typically have more sleep complaints than younger women, and sleep problems are commonly seen in perimenopausal and postmenopausal women, with prevalence rates ranging from 15% to 60%.
The pathophysiology of chronic insomnia is just beginning to be understood. To date, a substantial body of research into causal models of insomnia has been conducted in patients with PI, healthy normal volunteers, and animal models. However, such studies are lacking for conditions wherein insomnia is a core symptom of other illnesses such as mood disorders, GAD, and PPM. Hypnotics have been used for decades to treat insomnia in a wide range of patients, regardless of comorbid condition and despite the fact that the efficacy and tolerability of these medications were established only in patients with PI.
Our analyses suggest that eszopiclone is effective for the treatment of insomnia across 5 different patient subgroups, with mixed small tomoderate effect sizes in each of them. The level of improvement observed across all 5 conditions suggests that even though the disrupted sleep seen in diverse conditions may not have a common pathophysiologic pathway, each can be impacted to a similar extent via allosteric modulation of GABA receptor inhibition of wakepromoting areas, the presumed mechanism of action of eszopiclone.
Comparative assessments of the effects of other hypnotic agents across insomnia populations are needed to determine the extent to which the similarities in improvement seen across these insomnia subgroups are unique to eszopiclone, common to all agents that enhance GABA receptor-mediated inhibition, or a general characteristic of pharmacologic promotion of sleep regardless of mechanism of action.
Although the relative effect size across the 5 conditions varies somewhat for the different insomnia parameters studied, there appears to be a somewhat larger effect size for PI, PPM, and RA compared with MDD and GAD. Also, in contrast to the PI group, the effect size on quantitative sleep parameters in the MDD and GAD groups was somewhat reduced by week 4. Differences between weeks 1 and 4 could be related to progressive improvement in the placebo group over time, a common phenomenon in central nervous system trials. Possible reasons for the effect size and pattern of response differences among the comorbid populations studied include the effects of the concomitant medications for the comorbid condition (eg, an SSRI) or physiologic differences between different subtypes of insomnia in the various conditions. An effect of concomitant medications seems likely, given that the 2 conditions for which an SSRI was coadministered with eszopiclone tended to have the lowest effect sizes, and that SSRIs are known to improve insomnia along with the total syndrome in both MDD and GAD.
It is important to note that, although the eszopiclone versus placebo effect size was found to be smaller in MDD and GAD compared with PI, PPM, and RA, the absolute degree of improvement in GAD and MDD patients from baseline with eszopiclone plus SSRI medication was as large or larger than the improvement seen in PI, PPM, and RA patients who received eszopiclone alone. As a result, the degree of improvement seen in clinical practice (where no comparison with placebo occurs) with eszopiclone in GAD and MDD patients, who are generally treated with medications such as SSRIs, would be expected to be at least as large as the improvement seen in the other insomnia subgroups. This is a crucial point because studies carried out for US Food and Drug Administration approval of hypnotic medications are conducted in PI, although most patients seen in clinical practice have comorbid anxiety and mood symptoms. It should therefore not be There are several important limitations to this study. Only 5 multicenter studies were available for inclusion in the analysis, limiting the generalizability of our conclusions. In the MDD study, both the baseline severity of insomnia and the degree of improvement were substantially greater than in the other conditions. Comparisons across multiple types of patient groups and trial designs (eg, monotherapy versus combination therapy) introduce considerable heterogeneity. This heterogeneity is partly balanced by examining the effect size of a single medication. The effect of eszopiclone alone in the MDD and GAD populations has not been studied because of the assumption that appropriate treatment of insomnia occurring with MDD and GAD in clinical practice will always include an intervention targeted to the MDD or GAD, along with insomnia therapy. The effect size of eszopiclone alone on insomnia in MDD and GAD, and the incremental improvement in insomnia occurring with eszopiclone above and beyond the effects of SSRI therapy, are of theoretical/mechanistic interest because they illustrate both the limitations of a typical monotherapy for these conditions for insomnia and the extent to which the combination of enhancing the inhibitory effects of GABA and serotonin reuptake inhibition can further benefit patients. A further limitation is that we did not evaluate or account for the potential influence of factors such as age, gender, baseline insomnia severity, or other covariates of interest on the eszopiclone effect sizes. This limitation occurred because our a priori plan was to evaluate effect size on the basis of a prespecified primary outcome analysis for each of the studies included.
In summary, this effect size comparison showed a relatively consistent effect of eszopiclone treatment of insomnia across 5 clinically diverse populations. Moreover, patients in these trials were also being treated with appropriate clinical therapies for their condition, including concomitant treatment with SSRIs (GAD and MDD), appropriate pain medications (in RA), and hormone supplementation (perimenopause), supporting the realworld generalizability of the present study to clinical practice and mitigating concerns that randomized clinical trials conducted in restricted PI populations for drug approval purposes do not show therapeutic responses representative of those attainable in typical clinical practice.
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